Biofeedback controlled hemodialysis (BF-HD) reduces symptoms and increases both hemodynamic tolerability and dialysis adequacy in non-hypotension prone stable patients.
It is now possible to link relative blood volume (RBV) measurements to a software loop designed to actuate a biofeedback response. This allows changes in RBV to determine constant alterations in both ultrafiltration rate and dialysate conductivity. RBV, plasma sodium and weight loss are driven throughout the treatment to achieve the best compromise. This system has been demonstrated to markedly reduce intradialytic hypotension in unstable patients. We have applied this treatment to stable, non-hypotension prone HD patients and report on the short-term outcomes. We prospectively studied all 15 patients in a dedicated 4-station minimal care treatment area. Patients were studied for 3 weeks of standard HD, to understand the morphology and response to RBV in that individual. BF-HD was then instituted for a similar period (after a 2-week optimization period). Dialysis adequacy was assessed with equilibrated Kt/V measurements and urea mass removed in spent dialysate. We studied 263 treatment sessions. There was a reduction in symptomatic episodes (per patient over 3 weeks) from 3 +/- 0.5 (0-9) to 0.13 +/- 0.13 (0-2) with BF-HD, p < 0.001. Reductions in systolic BP > 40% fell from 1.4 +/- 0.4 (0-4) to 0.46 +/- 0.16 (0-2). Episodes of RBV falling > 10% fell from 6.3 +/- 0.85 (1-13) to 1.13 +/- 0.27 (0-4) with BF-HD, p < 0.001. Interdialytic weight gains fell from 2.08 +/- 0.05 (0.35-3.8) kg to 1.82 +/- 0.06 (0-3.7) kg, p = 0.009. Equilibrated Kt/V increased from 1.01 +/- 0.03 (0.61-1.35) to 1.13 +/- 0.03 (0.7-1.5), p = 0.01, and mass removed of urea increased from 24.9 +/- 3 (12.8-45) g to 32.7 +/- 1.9 (17.3-48.5) g. This is the first report of BF-HD increasing tolerability, reducing interdialytic fluid gains and enhancing urea clearance in non-hypotension prone chronic HD patients. These data suggest that the previously reported associated benefits of BF-HD may be applicable to the majority of HD patients.